Varga, Tünde:
Adventures in Pairs/ Double Adventures
Albert, Ádám: Never Take a Trip Alone.
One of the most significant characteristics of Albert’s works is their complexity. This is
no pure chance, but due to his profound scientific research based method, and his divergent
mode of thinking. Albert’s background researches for preparing a work are so much in depth
that the critic has hardly any job left for further study in order to review the work. For instance,
in a previous work Hunt the Key: globalization and real estate on the ‘most emblematic’
(Buda)Pest street based on the visualization of social networks, he employed his findings of a
research related to the experimental typography (typotype) of Neurath and Arntz for presenting
a thorough socio-political criticism revealing the network of the Király (King) street estates
racket. His research based working method also surfaces in his recent work Never Take a Trip
Alone. Here he places the query of the history of representation and the history of seeing which
the 17th-century perspective box entails with the oeuvre of two influential figures of cultural
history Johann Wolfgang von Goethe and Alexander von Humbolt in the gallery space by remodelling their work studies—the symbolic monuments and memorials of their real and
imaginary adventures—within these boxes.
The complexity of Albert’s work however does not derive solely from the integration of
these study interiors into the perspective box format: the intricate interpretative network gains
another dimension as he juxtaposes the visual experience the baroque device offers with the
visualizing method of the latest computer based animation, which literally stages (by
simulating the visitor’s or the owner’s moving around in the room) the darting around of the
eye (which is coded into the perspective box) in the rooms. The third piece of Albert’s work is
the traditional perspectival depiction of the rooms in a copper engraving, while the fourth is
also a two-piece coloured drawing, which emphasizes an emblematic object of each room, the
ladder and the monocular.1 The four-piece work made by different visualising techniques,
which inhabits (not only in a physical sense) the gallery space thereby creates a well designed
installation in which all four pieces reflect (up)on each other. While the inscriptions on the
paper based drawings, pictorial surface and representational canon explicitly refer to the
historical scope involved in Albert’s work, the traditional perspective design of the engravings
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juxtaposed with the viewing position the perspective boxes requires, make up a more
sophisticated referential grid to the changing role of the canon, and that of the viewer. With
this Albert in a way re-enacts Martin Jay’s observation that “the scopic regimes of modernity
may be best understood as a contested terrain rather than a harmoniously integrated complex of
visual theories and practices”.2
From the aspect of representation Albert’s work connects (and inserts into the present)
two significant eras, with the help of a device whose cultural role has essentially changed, in
which artist and scientists (artist-scientists) were pre-occupied with the art and science of
vision, in many cases with quite similar problems, yet offering different answers according to
the epoch’s scientific views. One is the Northern experimental optics and representation,
which earned its present significance in the history of art with Svetlana Alpers’
groundbreaking book The Art of Describing as the mode of representation that is radically
different from its Italian counterpart. As it is well known, Alpers claims that the difference of
the Northern and the Italian tradition of representation can be conceived as the difference of
the descriptive and the narrative painting.3 As Alpers points out, this is the time when besides
the camera obscura the microscope appears as the device which by helping human sight opens
a window into a new world and shapes the concept of scale. The difference of the two
representational and mental approaches derives from the Dutch faith in seeing and in the
empirical observation of the images generated by both devices, the microscope and the
camera obscura.
In Alpers’ view this can be detected in Kepler’s works, who, in order to come up with
his groundbreaking observations, had to separate the mechanisms of the eye from its bodily
determinations. As she notes, Kepler’s “strategy was to separate the physical problem of the
formation of retinal images (the world seen) from the psychological problems of perception
and sensation”.4 Alpers conceives this separation of the body and the eye as fundamental for
the Dutch representational mode. She claims, that the mechanisms of the Dutch perspective
box, which plays on the deception of the eye in depicting mostly cathedrals and home
interiors is an obvious example for the separation of the eye and the world seen.5 At the same
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time according to the Dutch concept, the painting is the space in which the painted world and
the world seen collides. To put it differently, the mode of depiction which experiments with
the anamorphosis is an indispensable basis of the perspective box, while in the Northern
theory of representation it is “not a moral but an epistemological view: the recognition that
there is no escape from representation”.6
The other point designated in Albert’s work is Goethe’s time. Goethe’s optical
experiments are also a crucial part of Jonathan Crary’s examinations of vision.7 In Crary’s
view the 19th century brought the socio-economic change which grounds the present culture of
visuality. These changes influenced fundamentally the image of the individual subject as it
appears in scientific and cultural discourses. In the second half of the 18th and at the beginning
of the 19th century a wide range of such sub-artistic visual entertainment appeared which were
enthusiastically attended by people but were not highly valued by the educated classes. Most
of these phenomena like for example the 18th-century pleasure gardens (like Raleigh, Vauxhall
and Kensington in London), exhibition rooms such as the Egyptian Hall or Don Saltero’s
business oriented, private coffee house exhibition of exotic paraphernalia (also known as the
first public museum of London), or the panorama and diorama paintings aimed at being pure
entertainment or creating a “reality effect”.8 The problem with these easy stimuli as Peter de
Bolla’s examination of the English scene shows was that the newly emergent “middling sorts”
opted for verisimilitude (vresamblance) in their commissions. As de Bolla notes: “while the
professional and aspiring middling sorts were advocating the commissioning and exchange of
likeness, high cultural theory was doing its best to trash what was far and away the
predominant form of the day”.9 It was the vested interest of the elite to aspire art to the
position of cultural education and aesthetic interest. The despised lower forms therefore were
made to seem solely the products of economic interest. The reasons amongst others were the
proliferation of visual spectacles of the Fairs—which by this time were considered to be
vulgar—as well as the renewed power of the art market which the conservative values of the
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Academy were to counter.10 From the 19th century on, a whole series of experimental optical
devices appeared such as the stereoscope (circa 1830), the kaleidoscope (1815), the
thaumatrope (1825), the phenakistoscope (1831), the zootrope ( circa 1830), or for that matter,
the kaiserpanorama, which is in a way akin to the peepshows.11 Their reception however was
not too congenial.
The peep-show was condemned to suffer a similar fate as the wide-ranging 19thcentury experimental optical devices: by the 18th century it is discarded from the realm of
artistic and scientific intrigue to the gadgets of picture-showmen at fair side-shows as rareeshows, or presumably due to a similar socio-cultural misunderstanding it was degraded to a
children’s amusement.12 The perspective box, nevertheless, can also be seen as the precursor
to, or an early but forgotten representational mode of the issue, through which Crary
structures the 19th-century altered system of perception and the pertinent physiological
researches. The three-dimensional image of the perspective box, that is, the illusion of threedimensionality is based on monocular vision: the peephole is designed for one eye only,
because it is impossible to judge scale or depth with one eye. On the other hand, the image
stands forth only if the “perspective constructions of the different panels” coincide “at the
single point of the peephole”.13 The image on the panels which are made up of both
anamorphic and perspectival distortions appear as a broken image for binocular vision, and
can only be viewed from the designated position to see the intended illusion. In Bomford’s
view, the artist had to design the box so that the vanishing point or the multiple vanishing
points had to be placed opposite the peephole.14
The changes Crary outlines however move to the question of binocular vision and the
newly discovered physiological aspects of the body in generating vision. According to Crary,
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Goethe’s experiments with afterimages can also be seen as the question of physiology. As he
points out, the epistemological doubt that vision cannot univocally be accounted for or that it
is neither a geometrical nor a physiological invariable can partly be detected in the studies on
afterimages. In Crary’s opinion this shift can best be shown by the increased interest in
stereoscopic vision. The stereoscope played on the effects of binocular disparity: the two
disparate images “flashed” upon both observant eyes, were synthesised by the mind into a
unified image. This created the sense of depth and distance in the viewer as if it was a three
dimensional picture, yet the viewer could not grasp the whole field of vision. For the gain of
depth however the price was the loss of the frame. This picture deprived vision from the sense
of the traditional perspectival depiction’s frame. The viewer was thus immersed in the sight,
and could not withdraw to the safe position of the one-eyed, Cartesian view point, that
rendered the ruling, but nonetheless delusory unified subject position. The vision thus could
not be treated as separate from the observing subjects’ physiology. The stereoscopic picture’s
novelty was that it subverted the traditional function of optical signs: it is a picture that has no
unifying order or logic. As Crary notes, while “perspective implied a homogenous and
potentially metric space, the stereoscope discloses a fundamentally disunited and aggregate
field of disjunct elements”.15
The perspective box—which is not quite understandably ignored by Crary—gives the
impression of the loss of the frame, just as it is in the stereoscopic image, despite the fact that
the images drafted on the inner sides of the box had to be made by taking perspectival
geometry into consideration for producing the complete image. The loss of the frame and the
illusion of three-dimensionality implies however an aggregate view which “invites the eye to
dart about” instead of the fixed monocular gaze. From this aspect the peep show antedates the
stereoscope (and especially that of the hybrid stereoscopic peep show known as the
Kaiserpanorama or the world panorama), but the substantive difference is that while the
stereoscope creates the illusion of space by the binocular disparity of the two eyes, the
perspective box achieves this effect by the disorientation of the one eye.16 Since the pleasure
derives from the loss of control over the sight, unfortunately both devices were shortly
appropriated as a visual entertainment, for that matter mass entertainment and in most cases
not surprisingly for showing erotic or exotic images to enhance the pleasure effect.
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Nonetheless, Hoogstraten’s aims must have been more ambitious—as his peep show is
remarkably more complex—than merely producing a device for pure delight. His most well
known and most intricate work considering both technical as well as theoretical aspects is the
Peepshow with Views of the Interior of a Dutch House, housed now in the National Gallery,
London. Hoogstraten’s perspective box presents a complex network of experimental and
artistic references, of which Brusati assumes that it was made for the pleasure of a
sophisticated and erudite collector. Brusati attributes several functions to the 17th-century
experiments with the perspective-box: on the one hand, he sees it as a research tool suitable
for scientific examination of nature.17 On the other hand, it is a device in art which is fit for
raising admiration towards the ingenuity and the skill of the artist, or, in the case of
Hoogstraaten’s perspective box, for the artist’s self-representation. The two are also
interrelated in a way: the London-box points at the correlation of the knowledge and the
representation of nature and therefore implicitly to the unreliability of this knowledge by
stating the deception of the eye, which is the uttermost achievement of the painter, feasible
only by the science of nature.18 As for the question of self-representation and painterly
eruditeness, Hoogstraten applies the Northern tradition of “kunstkammer painting”, which
“assert the all-encompassing power of images”, in order to supply his work with the
abundance of pictorial references.19 The walls of the altogether nine rooms opening into each
other present several paintings, one is “The Victory of Minerva over Ignorance” on the wall
left to the door, which can be seen from the peephole on the left side of the box, and is
juxtaposed with the “Contest of Apollo and Pan”, which decorates the second room’s wall and
is only partly seen from the right peephole. The juxtaposition serves as the allegory of
ignorance and insight and makes a claim for the knowledge gained through art, or, to put it
differently, “painting presented as the universal science of representation”.20 But there are
plenty of further references which state the power of painting or that of the artist: in Brusati’s
view, Hoogstraten by placing several hints referring to the creator of the painting (as for
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example a letter addressed to him or his wife’s family arms) emphasises his control over the
work.21
As it was in common with perspective boxes, Hoogstraten hid the original pyramid
form of the perspective box, which is the physical vehicle for the perspectival and anamorfic
images into a nicely decorated wooden cube. The anamorphic images, considered as the Other
of perspective, had to barrel down toward the vanishing point and thus put into a pyramid like
form. Although the process is not entirely known, it is assumed that designing the box relied
on trial and error based experiments. Perspective boxes usually had only one peephole and
since it was vital to have a source of light in order to see the painting inside the box, the
frontal piece was made of a transparent membrane (for example in the case of the
Coppenhagen box there was a window like slot above the peephole). The light source of
Hoogastraten’s London box is also the frontal piece, but the difference is that there are two
distinct peepholes on each side of the front. Hoogstraten’s aim was to provide a view from
each hole which does not only convince the viewer of the artist’s ingenuity, but as it was the
case with peep shows, the eye is pulled into the sight or sucked into the picture plane by the
loss of the judgement of scale. According to Brusati, the box creates a unique physical
relationship with its viewer: on the one hand, it provides an insight into a world normally not
seen, on the other hand, “the viewer’s eye is quite literally held captive at the juncture of its
own world and that of the artist’s crafting”.22 The artist replicates the image making activity
of the eye, in his words, “Hoogstraten not only produces a replica of visible nature in the form
of a picture, but also a counterfeit of the picture-making activity of the eye”.23 The painted
image, due to the loss of scale, enhances the illusion of sense perception thus raises the
delusion of physical presence and thereby strengthens the pleasure encoded into the activity of
peeping. In order to raise this effect Hoogstraten had to build on the technique of
anamorphosis.
The precursor is the above mentioned Keplerian model based on experiments with the
camera obscura. The image according to the Keplerian view is projected onto the curved
surface of the retina, thus the re-enactment of the technique of the anamorphosis is so to say
given. In Alpers’ view “Hoogstraaten takes the stance toward art’s pictures that Kepler had
taken toward the pictures on the retina.”24 Although Jay conceives anamorphosis as the
alternative of the fixed, unblinking, Cyclops-like, single-eye gaze of perspectival vision that
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is, the co-existance of the divergent orders, the perspective box can rather be seen as a matrix
in which the productive synergy of the two modes of depicting reflects upon each other. In
Grotenboer’s view, the peripheral angle which is required by anamorphic depictions,
confronts the viewer with the workings of the perspective, and more importantly “with how
perspective shapes and controls our visual understanding”.25 Although the anamorphosis as
technique can be found as early as Leonardo da Vinci’s and Albrecht Dürer’s works, the
theoretical basis for applying perspective on curved surfaces was worked out by Francois
Niceron, with the aim of presenting the Other of perspective.26 In the case of Hoogsraten’s
box this Northern concept of perspective can be detected in the idea of multiple vanishing
points.27 The anamorphic depiction enclosed into the perspective box renders the aggregate
images fathomable as the eye darts around.
In Albert’s work we can only see the anamorphic depiction deployed by Hoogstraaten
to the extent that the perspectival images drafted on the inner plane of the box are seen as a
mode of anamporhosis, yet the three-dimensional illusion sands forth with peeping into the
hole. Albert’s work at the same time openly states the illusion of vision: on the one hand,
because unlike in the case of the 17th-century peepshows he does not hide the pyramid form of
the box into a cube. On the other hand, because the vision is not only available through the
peepwhole cut under or beside the “window” that serves as the source of light, but the whole
frontal piece is made of a transparent plexi-glass, and the hole is cut into the middle, thus it is
not the only prescribed position for the visitor, it merely designates the point or position from
which the monocular eye sees the unified image of the study rooms. Thus Albert confronts the
viewer with the delusion coded into the representational technique of the perspective box in a
very sophisticated way and thereby invites the viewer to study the secret, who is not only
trapped through his or her eyes or to put it differently, arrested by scopophilic pleasure, but
also through his or her mind and body, since the visitor is addressed to wander around the box
in the gallery space as it raises his or her “scientific” or if you wish childlike curiosity. The
perplexing experience invites to observe the images which seemingly conforms the “life-like”
or “real” image of prespectival geometry, but the box summons the eye into the picture plane
and forces it to dart around the same way as it was in the case of its 17th-century precursor—
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one of the reasons why 17th-century experimenting artists thought to contribute to the
science/study of vision.
Since the front discloses the complete box, the viewer is compelled to step back and
check the sight with two eyes, thus Albert also counts with binocular disparity and the
discontent of the two images seen. The viewer is impelled to move, or, if you like, dance
around the box(es) thus producing an amusing choreography in order to be able to observe and
check the spectacle: it creates the imperative to move back and forth, to and fro, peep into the
hole, then check the box very closely by almost setting on the screen so as to be able to see the
interior by two eyes, then circle around the box, if the trick becomes more obvious, and finally
return to the peephole again—in a way it is the curious dance of the eye and the conscious
mind reflecting on each other. Since neither the pyramid form, nor the inner structure of the
box is disguised, Albert’s work retells the cultural history of the questions of seeing,
representation and perception in such a way that the visitor literally experiences it as he or she
plays an active role in construing the story. On the other hand, the (aesthetic) experience
works equally well at different levels, for the insider expert who is familiar with the cultural
history of the representational canon as well as for those who are only confronted by the void
between sense perception and representation.
The story however is not so simple: instead of re-presenting the colours of the oilprint
which served as the starting point for Albert’s work or the colours of the memorial rooms’
furniture or other objects like books, Albert’s interior bears a conventional design and
monochrome grey finish. Grey is the traditional base from which colours unfold, or onto
which colours are applied and by which the spatiality of the depicted image is further
enhanced or even created. According to Alpers, colours are a unique question in the
theoretical treaties of Dutch artists like that of Hoogstraten’s book on painting. The Italian
difference of colore and disegno as it was treated by Vasari does not apply here. Alpers
claims, that for Hoogstraten as it is outlined in his book Inleyding tot de Hooge Schoole der
Schilderkonst (1678) the Dutch term teykenkunst incorporates both meaning: the disegno and
the colore and therefore it shows the Dutch emphasis of representation or copying of nature
unlike the Italian differentiation of the “ideal” and the “real”.28 As Alpers points out, since
there was no thorough scientific knowledge about the fracturing of light through lenses, in all
attempts to describe the perception of the image it was assumed that the idola that is, the idea
itself “slips through the eye and therefore to the brain”.29 In her words: „as we move between
28
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the model of the eye, Dutch images, and Dutch texts about images, we are charting a territory
in which the representation of appearance—Kepler’s ut pictura, ita visio—not only defines
images to the exclusion of distinctions between drawing and painting, but also dominates the
artist’s sense of self and invalidates his very mind”.30 The absence of colours in Albert’s work
point at the fundamental problems of the history of representation (as Albert notes the
representational canon) through the duality of Northern and Italian representation: the
descriptive Dutch representation which copies nature by colours and does not stick rigorously
to the central perspective on the one hand, and the Italian, which attributes special importance
to the ideal rendered by drawing as it starts out from the observer, on the other.
Albert’s grey surfaces thus emphasise that the factual world is never given in
representation and render multiple interpretative levels. On the one hand, grey can be
conceived as the absence of colour, the colour which precedes the depiction of forms, and
from this aspect Albert stages his work as the counterpoint of Hoogstraten’s (or the Dutch)
idea of the unity of colour and design of teykenkunst. The absence of colour in Albert’ work is
a disruptive element to the workings of the perspective box: it does not entirely allow for the
mind to get absorbed into the sight with the immersion of the eye.31 On the other hand, art
historical and theoretical questions related to the dispute of colour and design are re-enacted
through an art form which denies both the unified subject (preceding sense perception) and the
objectivity of vision (independent of representation). Hoogstraten’s teykenkunst does not allow
this interpretation which claims the primacy of disegno as the representation based on the
selection and ordering of phenomena opposed to colore based on their appearance. Albert’s
box—which can also be seen as Hoogstraten’s counterpoint—however provokes the
revaluation of the question. The revival of this dichotomy (emanating from the paragone of
Venetrian and Florental painting) manifests in a chapter of the Querelle of the French
Academy as the duel between the advocates of Poussin and Rubens, and later (with the
transmission of e.g. Charles Batteux)32 in Kant’s Third Critique, who conceives design as the
rightful object of the judgement of taste—as Kant notes “it is what pleases by its form, that is
the fundamental prerequisite for taste”—in contrast with colour, which he sees only as what
gives “brilliancy to the sketch” and only “part of the charm”, therefore raises sensual pleasure
30
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(thus it has an aim), so it cannot be the object of aesthetic judgement.33 In Kant’s theory the
unity and validity of conception is guaranteed by the mind’s transcendental viewpoint, and
thus the arbitrariness of sense perception is eliminated.34 It is the synthetizing capacity of the
mind based on aperception which grounds the validity of universal laws. But then with the
question we return to the problem of disegno, that is, to the question of the projection of the
mind (probably the reminiscent of the Platonic eidos)35 as it relates to the position of the
observer, the position of the subject thus created and thereby the conditions of (gaining)
knowledge.36 Linear perspective on a theoretical level would guarantee the position designated
for the single-eye viewer, while design is its mathematical, that is, scientific justification. The
observing mind—in a circulus viciosus—verifies the appropriateness of its own projection in
the representation governed by the laws of mathematics. This however requires the primacy of
design as the mind’s concept in contrast to the disruptive charms of colour.37 The depiction of
even minute details in the 18th and early 19th century means also a problem because of the
enchantment or the distraction of the contemplative and (for Crary) the attentive mind.
Albert’s work opens up a playing field for the divergent representational forms in a
compelling way. The fact that the illusion of unifying vision the peep-show as a representation
technique entails (that of the delusion of three-dimensionality) is played off against the
absorption of the monocular eye darting around the three-dimensional image of the box
confronts the observer that he/she is not in control of the sight, not only because the colours
distract him or her, but because the eye can roam around uncontrolled (in Hoogstraten’s
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interior) at its pleasure, and get lost in the proliferation of minute details. The entrapment of
the eye thus does not only derive from the illusion, but from the scopophilic pleasure of the
eye darting around the details of the room.
The enumeration of non-significant details in a description serves to create the reality
effect, in other words the referential illusion (as the technique of realist narrative).38 Namely,
the reader is so much absorbed into the proliferant descriptive details that he or she gives in
and accepts that the insignificant details indirectly provide the accuratness of description and
the illusion of reality. This question reappears in Mieke Bal’s and W. J. T. Mitchell’s concerns
on ekphrasis as the contest of narration and description, that is of diegesis and mimesis—not
unlike the contest of Italian istoria and Northern description: the overabundance of descriptive
details divert the “observer” as the images of description capture the mind and threaten to
thwart the proceeding of the narrative.39 Moreover it thwarts the rational unifying vision
encoded into perspective. The peepshow (which furthers this trait of Northern descriptive
painting) captures the eye not only by the abundance of colours, but by that of the depicted
objects, so much so that it could easily get lost in the spectacle. On the bases of Alpers’
Hoogstraten interpretation it could be claimed that the prospect falls prey to the aspects.40
At this point the thematic and representational field opened up by Albert’s box seems
to merge: in the era which is evoked by the two study rooms such visual diversion of attention
were conceived as the disruption of the workings of the mind or even that of imagination. The
optical experiments which appear during the 18th and 19th centuries (like the ones with the
stereoscope or with afterimages) pointed at the physiological givens of vision, the
desintegrating processes of the body, and thus directed the research towards the question of
regulating the attention. Although the romantic theory of representation starts from Kantian
idealism and from its concept of transcendental unity, the recognition of subjective or partial
sense perception point towards a new concept of the subject, in so much as the perception of
the subject can no longer be seen as independent from the desintergrating processes of the
body and the psyche.41 As Crary points out, in Kant’s theory “all possible perception could
38
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occur only in terms of an original synthetic unification principle, a self-cause, that stood over
and above any empirical sense experiences such as vision”.42 Like the colour in Kant’s
Critique, the overabundance of details was also treated as the alluring instances which thwart
the mind to unify or hold the sight together (in the act of reflection) in the treaties of late 18th-,
early 19th-century authors.43 The preference of such endless tumult of stimuli is already
treated as the characteristic of vulgar taste: for example Wordsworth describes the easy
entertainments of the Bartholomew Fair in the London chapter as vulgar, because “the most
despotic sense” takes over when the imagination dissolves under the pressure of stimuli. As
he also notes in his Preface to the Lyrical Ballads, the impulses “blunt the discriminating
powers of the mind”.44 Similarly, Coleridge does no longer conceive the microscope as the
device for opening a new field of knowledge through vision, but as the metaphor for the
unlearned eye lost in the vulgar thrill of microscopic details.45
The stylized pictures of the rooms enclosed into Albert’s boxes do not only lack the
colours of the original rooms but most of the decorating paraphernalia as well. Although
looking around inside the box does not negate the implicit pleasure of the eye encoded into
peeping, the vision in this case works less along the scenario of seduction than as a metaphor
for the reflective intellect. To be more precise, it oscillates between the two: the effect of the
real is disrupted by the lack of simulating realness, and thereby it gives way to the intellect. A
similar problem can be detected in Wilhelm von Humboldt’s theory of language. In his
Thinking and Speaking Humboldt sees the nature of thinking in reflecting, that is, as the act of
intellect which conceives the object (Gegenstand) as a unity in differentiating himself from
it.46 This reflection however, as he notes is only possible in the medium of language. This is
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why it is curious that he uses pictorial metaphors for illustrating his ideas: “The nature of
thinking consists therefore in segmenting (Abschnitten) its own process in the process of
thinking, thereby forming whole units out of certain proportions of its activity”, which he
forms in the sings of language as unities (Einheiten).47 According to Humboldt, the
temporally unfolding linguistic sounds of language are necessary for reflecting, because
seeing (das Auge) would not be able to differentiate the limits (Grenzen) in itself others than
that of colours (Farbe), but not by the contours (Umrisse) between objects.48 Although
Humboldt subordinates vision (das Auge) operating with the differentiation of colours only to
language but by positing that thinking is based on creating segments (Abschnitte), he implies
the problem of sight as it is shown in Albert’s work. Although thinking is possible in
language unfolding in time with sounds which emanate from the body, this temporality is
expressed with the help of another trope (frequent in visual studies as well), that of the
energia. As he notes, language is not a work (ergon), but an activity (energeia).49 The grey
forms preceding colours and the linguistic flow of thinking as abstraction thus staged into the
perspective box refute Humboldt’s view on the static nature of seeing contrasted with the
dynamism of language.
The representation of the rooms evoke further association in cultural history: with
looking into the rooms the horizon of tradition opens up. The images provide the illusion of
an all-embracing unity, similarly to the teleological narrative of history as it posits a unified
perspectival horizon, but the manifest trickery confronts with the delusion of the unified
image. While in Hoogstraten’s box it is the painted mirror opposite the peephole which
functions as the element of disruption, Albert’s box’s entire construction points toward
demystification – it might also be the reason why the mirror in Goethe’s room is blind.50
The idealization of the otherwise distorting, selective nature of cultural memory is
manifest in the institute of memory rooms. Goethe and Humboldt as the giants standing at the
beginning of the nation state, the national cultural heritage and consciousness are also
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symbols of the autopoetic and self-generating nature of epochs.51 By looking into these work
studies as memorials, we can peep into the crucial (working) spaces of the two thinkerscholar’s life that is, into the places where their intellectual scientific journeys were put into
words. The pilgrimage to the rooms, that is, the ritual journey accomplished for evoking the
spirit of the place, veils the act of penetrating peeping into a quasi-intimate or private space as
well as the problem which lies in the act of institutionalizing one’s life. And at the same time,
the integration of the rooms into a peep-show reflects on the technology by which the 19thcentury man of letters, the predecessor of the contemporary public intellectual constructs his
(or not so frequently her) own public self and (place of living). These studies in the case of
both scholars became the cathedral of their own memories and memorials even during their
life.
A further aspect for the interpretation of Albert’s work is the hint that appears in the
title: like noblemen who were accompanied by artists to depicting the seen ruins, memorials or
the landscape, the 18th-, or 19th-century scholar traveller asked professionals to depict the
landscape, natural phenomena or historical remains. It is probably well known that Goethe
asked Chistoph Heinrich Kniep to accompany him, and a number of landscapes are known
from their journey to Italy.52 In Alexander von Humboldt’s case, three painters followed his
steps to Latin-America: Johann Moritz Rugendas, Ferdinand Bellermann and Eduard
Hildebrandt to record the scenes of his scientific discoveries. By a metaphorical transfer one
can claim that as the perspective box’s subject position roots in the separation of the eye and
the body, the observant eye was the travelling companion in Goethe’s case, while in
Humboldt’s his follower artists meant the picture generating look. Whereas Talbot calls his
camera (modelled on the camera obscura) the pencil of nature, because he assumes that the
pictures are generated by nature by the help of light, Goethe trusts drawing to the pencil of a
professional in the lack of the proper technical appliance.53 Humboldt’s Ansichten der Nature
(1807) was accomplished before the journey of the painters, in this work Humboldt follows
the descriptive method of ekphrasis to depict the landscape for which the inspiration came
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form Goethe.54 Drawing or description made by Man however presents the subjectivity of
vision as it is not the stamp of nature, but a representation first filtered through the mind and
therefore is the depiction based on the primacy of the reflecting mind.
Albert’s intertextual references evoke Alexander von Humboldt’s Kozmos, which is an
all-encompassing work based on Kantian ideas of unity of nature55, and the influence of his
notion on scientific classifications which he developed during his journeys.56 According to
Nicolas A. Rupke, Humboldt’s recent biographer, Humboldt was best known of his two major
works the Kozmos (1845), and the Ansichten der Natur.57 The Kosmos was written in Berlin,
in the room the perspective box depicts. The five volume taxonomical work was intended to
present the compendium of the world in which nature appears as an undividable wholeness,
and therefore aimed to educate the German people (Volk) through science. The sketches and
paintings made during the journey was exhibited in Berlin at the exhibition Kunst um
Humboldt: Reisestudien aus Mittel- und Südamerika (2009-2010). The pictures were
purchased by Frederick William IV of Prussia for the Kupferstichkabinett to Humboldt’s
advice. While the Kupferstichkabinett evokes the special, usually personal collection of prints
and drawings kept by the wealthy and the aristocratic and the collection is organised according
to the logic of the pre-scientific classification, the drawings of the artist following Humboldts
discoveries show the traits of Humboldtian classification.58 It is not accidental that the
influence of the Humboldtian scientific classification systems and its critical revision is also a
topic of certain forms of research based art: at this place I would only direct attention to Mark
Dion’s works reflecting on scientific systems and taxonomies, among which Humboldt’s
theory appears as well. Such work is the Alexander von Humboldt (Amazon Memorial) part of
the installation exhibited in Cologne Alexander von Humboldt and Other Sculptures, which
“included books written by and on Humboldt, plants Humboldt described, and in the large
aquarium ten live piranhas”.59
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In Albert’s installation, beside the representation of the perspective boxes, both rooms
are presented with an almost one-minute animation. The viewpoint of the animation simulates
the movements of a visitor emerging from a chair and walking around the rooms with the help
of three-dimensional technique. This time instead of the eye’s real movement, the body’s
virtual movement is presented. The looking around is repeated from both, the aspect of the
imaginary visitor and the aspect of the studies’ owners, which nevertheless is not possible in
its entirety by solely looking into the boxes. According to Kittler, art is about the deception of
a sense. As he notes, in painting the natural truth is taken over by a convention, which had to
be ignored and which had to be overlooked to be the victim of illusion.60 Thus in painting only
a kind of illusion or fiction and not simulation is produced, like in the images generated by
technical media. In Kittler’ view, in contrast with painting in the technical media simulation
creates the imaginary by absorbing the real, to which—according to Lacan—the body
belongs.61 The absence of the body contrasted with its virtual presence gives another turn to
the questions of representation so far explicated.
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